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A TIMELESS STORY: history

From the moment it burst onto the scene in a 
nation that was in a post-war rebuilding phase 
and brimming with ideas, creativity and hope, 
Vespa has represented a zest for life and a desire 
to embrace the future. It has become an icon 
of freedom and emancipation for young people 
the world over, combining effortless, distinctive 
Made in Italy style with cutting-edge technology.
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A TIMELESS STORY: history

For years, Vespa has won over entire generations 
with its charisma that transmits freedom and 
its unconventional style. In its intense history, 
Vespa has been the protagonist of cultural 
and social revolutions, musical and custom 
movements, cinematic films, works of art and 
songs. It has dictated fashion and trends and it 
has transcended frontiers to conquer the entire 
world, an icon of unique design and values of 
environmental awareness and independence.



A TIMELESS STORY: LIFE CYCLE

19 YEARS YOUNG 
Vespa Gts represents the perfect link between Vespa heritage and contemporary mobility.

It was the first Vespa of the third 
millennium, the first Vespa to 
adopt a liquid-cooled engine and 
the 12-inch wheels with a fully 
disc brake system.

MARCH may
Gts 300: the bigger and most 
powerful Vespa of its time, exact-
ly as the GS had been in 1955. 
It was the first Vespa model 
produced in Pontedera to reach 
100 km/h.

october
New 125cc and 150cc i-get en-
gines that significantly improved 
fuel consumption and adopted 
the new Piaggio patented Start & 
Stop technology (RISS).

Gts 250 i.e. overcame a taboo 
that had been resisting for years, 
offering for the first time a displa-
cement that went over 200 cc and 
used electronic injection. It conque-
red by right the role of “Vespone” 
with a sporty soul. Some aesthetic 
details underlined this character.

MAY august
Design was combined with a lot of 
technological features which were 
absolute novelties for Vespa. The 
new Gts were in fact equipped for 
the first time with ABS and ASR for 
traction control, and with the VMP 
(Vespa Multimedia Platform) to use 
the smartphone as an extension of 
the dashboard, through a USB port 
and a free Vespa APP.

FEBRUARY
The ultimate evolution: Vespa 
Gts were equipped with the new 
300cc hpe, the concentration of 
technology calibrated to support 
performance and control of fuel 
consumption. New state-of-the-art 
technological elements have been 
introduced such as full LED lights 
and a new color TFT dashboard 
that integrates Vespa MIA connecti-
vity and the innovative navigation 
system with pictograms.

2003 2008 2016 201920142005
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A TIMELESS STORY
In 19 years of life, more than 400,000 vehicles were sold worldwide

Sold in more  
than 100 countries  
across 5 continents

About  
50,000 vehicles  
sold per year
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Profile
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The Vespa Gts  
Customer is expert...
 · Predominantly male (88%)

 · On average 45-55 years old

 · With a middle-high educational level

 · Working as a manager, employee and 
professional

 · In a couple with one or more children

 · Average mileage: 34 km/day and  
3.400 km/year

CUSTOMER PROFILE
DEMOGRAPHIC Information
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…and demanding
They have a frenetic life that is divided 
between work, sport and family life and they 
want a vehicle that is reliable and allows 
them to easily get around the city to go to 
work and meet friends. They particularly 
appreciate the handling and ease of use on  
any occasion, the comfort and solidity, 
perfect both for urban commuting and for 
out-of-town travelling. They are attentive  
to performance in a discrete way.

«My life is full of commitments that I manage between sport,  
work and life as a couple»

«I travel by Vespa both to go to work and to get around. 
 Sometimes we take little trips»

CUSTOMER PROFILE
PSICOGRAPHIC Information
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They are not looking for a simple means of 
transport. The bike they buy needs to be the 
most exclusive, iconic and with the newest 
technologies. Definitely something that is 
not for everyone, out of the norm, unique. 
Yet, at the same time, must be recognizable 
and elegant. Aesthetics and design are what 
catches their attention. They use Vespa on 
every occasion and love to collect it. 
They often have more than one. They are 
fascinated by its iconic design and the 
connection to the heritage.

«I own and normally use a Vespa 300 Gts Super. I own a Vespa 50 from the 80’s and a 
125 PX well taken care of in the garage and that I only use in motorcycle rallies».

«It relaxes me to ride my Vespa and as soon as I’m free from commitments I wander 
aimlessly , often with friends but also alone».

They are Vespa  
Enthusiasts

CUSTOMER PROFILE
PSICOGRAPHIC Information



The New  
Vespa Gts
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Concept

Vespa Gts is a perfect balance of elements that have 
always made it an inimitable vehicle in the world of 
two-wheelers: perfect style combined with a unique 
and distinctive character, timeless design embellished 
with elevated details, technologically advanced engines 
which pay attention to environmental sustainability.

The new Gts maintains the current, distinctive and 
winning concept, dimensions and engines and it 
strengthens even more the image of exclusivity and 
premiumness by increasing the perceived value and the 
quality of construction

It also improves the product competitiveness with new 
contents that increase the technological image of the 
vehicle.

The new Gts range creates a stronger range 
differentiation, amplifying the exclusivity of every single 
versions, different aesthetic elements to satisfy the 
taste of each customer.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

TOP QUALITY DESIGN
Totally renewed, modern, distinctive, 
premium with a quality level never achieved 
before.

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT
A superior level in technological features.

CUSTOMER-CENTRIC APPROACH
A Vespa for each customer and their own 
style/demands.

01. 02. 03.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
TOP QUALITY design

The Secret of Vespa 
SUBTLE IMPROVEMENTS THAT  
MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
Vespa aficionados know that details are everything and the new 
Gts embraces this point of view. The new vehicle keeps the classic 
charm and lines, elevating the care, even to the items that may 
not be noticed at a first glance.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Always Original 
and Immediately 
Recognizable
Vespa is a way of being and a state of mind, besides being a 
means of transportation. It embodies a unique approach to life: 
spontaneous, youthful, elegant, stylish and positively irreverent.  
Gts shares this attitude.

The Piaggio Design Center was to safeguard it, reinvigorate 
it and increase the perceived quality, constantly evolving and 
experimenting with skilful touches of novelty, making Gts modern 
but respecting the charm and authenticity typical of its style. 

TOP QUALITY design
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The Lights
Vespa Gts has a new and more appealing image thanks to the 
new technological solutions with which it’s enriched.

The front, which through the design of the full LED headlamp makes 
the Vespa Gts unique, is more modern and more technological 
thanks to the new full LED lights position and turning indicators.

Also, at the rear of the vehicle, the new full LED tail lamp and 
turning indicators make the Vespa Gts unmistakable even in the 
rear view.

TOP QUALITY design
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Front View

Very clean front shield with 
new body frame.

New mirrors design with 
better fixing of the mirror 
stems to the handlebar.

New crest on the new 
mudguard.

The signature Vespa “tie” 
has been redesigned with 
new shape and details.

TOP QUALITY design
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Lateral View

12’’ front and rear wheels, 
a good match between 

safety and maneuverability.
The rims keep the 

traditional 5-spoke shape, 
yet the design is now 
renewed to be more 
elegant and dynamic

New plastic side 
that helps to 

slender the whole 
side of the vehicle.

New lateral grid design.

TOP QUALITY design
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Elegant

dynamic

Tech

Sporty

TOP QUALITY design

Vespa Gts always stands out for the 
refinement and elegance of its finishing. 
Now, a careful and innovative study of the 
materials and details creates surprising 
combinations that enhance the different 
souls of Gts. The element mix with one 
another to create sophisticated effects: 
elegant, sporty, technological.

The Saddle
The new saddle has been improved not only 
in ergonomics but also in materials, always 
chosen having riders’ needs in mind.

Carefully selected seams, materials and texture 
give the saddle a well-refined image.

The shape has been designed to offer maximum 
comfort to the rider and passenger.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Dashboard  
& Backshield 
The handlebar is completely new, showing aesthetic improvement 
and conveying attention to detail. 

The new dimensions, handgrips and switches are the result of 
important ergonomics and functionality research, ensuring simpler 
and more immediate vehicle management.

The back shield is also completely new, enriched with the new 
practical knob for the keyless system which replaces the classic 
ignition switch and with the integrated bag hook. 

This contributes to improve both perceived quality and aesthetics.

TOP QUALITY design
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT

Keyless System
Gts has the keyless system as standard. 

It allows the rider to keep the key fob pocketed when 
unlocking, locking and starting the vehicle. Once 
connected, the welcome logo lights up on the dashboard 
to signal electronic key recognition by the ECU.

Dedicated buttons on the electronic key, open the under 
seat and make remote use of the Bike Finder function.  
This function ensures the vehicle is recognizable even at 
a distance, activating both the turn indicators.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT

Keyless System

THE KEY
Using the button on the remote 
control, the users can activate Bike 
Finder and easily find their scooter 
or activate the vehicle with the 
electronic key still in their pocket. 

THE IGNITION SWITCH
On the back-shield, the classic 
ignition switch is replaced by a 
practical knob, which requires 
only a light touch to connect the 
vehicle ECU to the electronic key.

THE KEY RECOGNITION
Once connected, a “Welcome/
Goodbye” message is shown on 
the screen, and it is the signal 
that the electronic key has been 
recognised by the vehicle.

THE START
Once recognition has taken 
place, the knob can be turned to 
the «ON» position and the engine 
can be started by pressing the 
start key.

01. 02. 03. 04.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The starter switch is situated on the back 
shield plate near the bag hook. Before 
using it, the starter switch must be enabled 
following the procedure of authentication 
between the vehicle and the remote control. 

For the authentication procedure, the remote 
control must be within an area of about 
1.5 meters from the receiving control unit.

PASSIVE RECOGNITION OF  
THE REMOTE CONTROL
If the remote-control battery is completely flat 
or if there are external radio interferences, 
recognition in standard remote keyless 
mode, cannot take place. The system is 
equipped with passive recognition used to 
start the vehicle just placing the remote 
control in contact in the indicated area, 
above the front case.

01. 02. 03.

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Instrument Panels

NEW ANALOG-LCD 4,3’’ FULL COLOR TFT

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT

The all-new instrument panels allow the complete control of all the main on-board information.
They have been designed to offer more refined finishes with a higher level of perceived quality.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Analog-Lcd  
Instrument Panel
Gts / Gts Super / Gts SuperSport

The main instrument panel of the Gts range represents a perfect 
combination of tradition and innovation. Vespa Gts adopts an 
elegant and sporty instrument panel, according to the different 
versions. 

The instrument panel is characterized by an analog-LCD display 
(3”) which shows all the most important information in a simple 
and easy-to-read way. When turning on/off the vehicle, the display 
shows the “Welcome/Goodbye” message.

TRIP INFORMATION

Thanks to the practical joystick MODE positioned on the left 
side of the handlebar, it is possible to access the multifunction 
panel that provides the user with a series of useful information 
to manage the trip, such as instant and average consumption, 
maximum and average speed, total and partial odometer, range 
and status of battery charge.

“VESPA MIA” CONNECTIVITY

The digital instrumentation allows to manage connectivity, 
for example to signal the notification of an incoming call and 
message thanks to the dedicated icons and the two text lines 
(13 characters each).

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Analog-Lcd Instrument Panel: Analog Section
Gts / Gts Super / Gts SuperSport

WARNING LIGHTS
A. Fuel reserve

B. ABS
C. Immobilizer LED

D. Oil pressure

E. Turn indicator

F. Engine failure

G. High beam

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT

A b

g f de

c
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Analog-Lcd Instrument Panel: Lcd Section
Gts / Gts Super / Gts SuperSport

WARNING LIGHTS
A. Multifunctional panel

B. ASR light

C. Clock (24h) / Travel time

D. Lateral stand light- Warning engine 
ignition prohibited

E. Odometer (Km/h or mph)- Trips  
(total and partial) (Km/h or mph)

F. Coolant temperature gauge

G. Provision for tyres low pressure icon

H. Info and Vespa MIA notification area

I. Service light

L. Fuel level

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT

A d e

ghi

l f

b c
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Analog-Lcd  
Instrument Panel: 
mode joystick
Gts / Gts Super / Gts SuperSport

The MODE joystick allows to display information on the 
multifunction panel.

It also allows navigation within the “SETTING MENU” and setting 
the various parameters. This is possible by pressing or moving 
the joystick in various directions with short or long press.

For example, by briefly pressing the MODE joystick to the left, 
the following information will be displayed:

 · Instant consumption
 · Average consumption
 · Autonomy
 · Average speed
 · Full speed
 · Battery charge status

Using the MODE button, the rider can set the language (Italian 
and English), the clock and the brightness and manage the Vespa 
MIA system when available.

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT
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Analog-Lcd Instrument  
Panel: Connectivity
Gts / Gts Super / Gts SuperSport

The instrument panel has been designed to make the best use 
of all on-board connectivity functions.

Through Vespa MIA and Vespa App, with the connection 
between the vehicle and the smartphone, the rider has access 
to many functions, in complete safety, thanks to 
the notifications displayed on the LCD screen.

The new instrument panel displays all the management 
and connectivity info:

1. Incoming phone calls
2. Missed phone calls
3. Incoming notifications
4. Music management

By pressing the joystick MODE on the left-hand block, 
the user can manage all the connectivity features.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT

2 3

41
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Analog-Lcd Instrument Panel: Connectivity
Gts / Gts Super / Gts SuperSport

VESPA MIA FUNCTIONS

Optional on Gts and Gts Super 
(Vespa MIA to be installed as accessory):

A. Incoming phone call
B. Music management
C. Smartphone battery indicator
D. Message notification
E. Missed phone call
F. Smartphone connected to Vespa MIA (MIA logo)
G. Smartphone connected to Bluetooth

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT

A

C

D

F

G
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

4,3” Full Color Tft 
Instrument Panel
Gts SuperTech

One of the most advanced instrument panels available on the 
market, the Gts SuperTech TFT panel is characterized by the 
4,3’’ full color display. When turning on/off the vehicle, the 
display shows the “Welcome/Goodbye” message. The main 
screen automatically activates the DAY / NIGHT mode according 
to the external light.

TRIP INFORMATION

The TFT Smart Dash has an on-board computer and provides 
the basic diagnostics in a quick-view form so a rider can see all 
the important information to manage the trip such as instant and 
average consumption, maximum and average speed, total and 
partial odometer, autonomy and status of battery charge, the 
remaining fuel capacity. Thanks to the practical joystick MODE 
positioned on the left side of the handlebar, it is possible to 
access the dashboard settings.

“VESPA MIA” CONNECTIVITY

The digital instrumentation allows to manage connectivity, for 
example to signal the notification of an incoming call and message 
thanks to pop-up indications on the screen.

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

4,3” Full Color Tft Instrument Panel
Gts SuperTech

A

b

c

d

e f

g

i

J

K

h

WARNING LIGHTS
A. Turn indicator

B. High beam

C. Engine malfunction

D. Run/Off

E. Immobilizer LED

F. Day/Night sensor

G. Start & Stop (125cc only)

H. oil pressure alarm

I. ABS

J. Coolant  temperature 

K. Main display

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

4,3” Full Color Tft Instrument Panel
Gts SuperTech

WARNING LIGHTS
A. Speedometer

B. Clock (24h) 

C. Multifunctional panel

D. Coolant temperature gauge

E. Ice hazard icon 

F. ASR

G. Service light

H. Fuel level

I. Fuel reserve

J. Heated accessory level (optional)

A

b

C D

E

F

GHI

J

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

4,3” Full Color Tft Instrument Panel: Mode Joystick
Gts Supertech

The MODE joystick allows to display information on the multifunction 
panel.

It also allows navigation within the “SETTING MENU” and setting the various 
parameters.

This is possible by pressing or moving the joystick in various directions 
with short or long presses.

For example, by briefly pressing the MODE joystick to the left or the right, 
the following information will be displayed:

Using the MODE button, the rider can set the language (Italian, English, 
German, French, Spanish), the clock and manage the Vespa MIA system.

1. Settings

2. Total odometer

3. Trip odometer

4. Trip time

5. Maximum speed

6. Average speed

7. Battery charge state

8. Current consumption

9. Average consumption

10. Range

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT
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4,3” Full Color Tft 
Instrument Panel:  
Mode Joystick
Gts SuperTech

The instrument panel has been designed to make the best use 
of all on-board connectivity functions.

Through Vespa MIA and Vespa App, with the connection 
between the vehicle and the smartphone, the rider has 
access to many functions, in complete safety, thanks to the 
notifications displayed on the screen.

The new instrument panel displays all the management and 
connectivity info

1. Incoming phone calls
2. Missed phone calls
3. Incoming notifications
4. Music management
5. GPS navigation

By pressing the joystick mode on the left-hand block, the user 
can manage all the connectivity features.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT

2 3

41

5
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

4,3” Full Color Tft Instrument Panel: Connectivity
Gts SuperTech

NAVIGATION

A. Speed limit indicator via navigation 
system

B. Smartphone connected to Bluetooth

C. Smartphone connected to Vespa MIA 
(MIA logo)

D. Smartphone battery indicator

E. Navigator status

F. Info and Vespa MIA notification 
area (Incoming phone call, Music 
management, Message notification, 
Missed phone call)

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT

A

B

CDE

F
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Connectivity: Navigation System

The system, exploiting Vespa MIA application, allows GPS 
navigation on the TFT display. Once the destination address has 
been set and navigation has started, the navigation icon appears 
on the digital display. 

Navigation can be started directly from the dashboard to any 
of the recent destinations, it can also be stopped and resumed.

Main functions of navigation:

 · Main information about the trip: time TO destination, 
distance to destination, current itinerary selected  
and alternative routes

 · Voice: means that the indications are also provided 
through audio

 · Avoid paid toll roads, avoid highways,  
avoid tunnels, avoid ferries

 · Recent destinations stored

 · Add waypoint (red flag)

 · POI

*The navigation system is available only on Gts SuperTech and is 
free of charge for three years beginning from the first time it is used. 
Customers can manage the optional renewal at their own expense 
through in-app purchase.

Navi configuration  
in day mode

Navi configuration  
in night mode

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

A. destination or next turn address

B. indication following the next 
manoeuvre

C. distance to the next manoeuvre

D. indication regarding the speed limit 
applicable on the current road

E. next manoeuvre symbol

F. distance related to indication “E”

G. number of exit to take from 
roundabout

H. indication regarding the current  
speed (tachometer)

I. time remaining to arrival  
at destination

L. distance remaining to arrival  
at destination

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT

EFG

I

L
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Connectivity: Navigation System
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Connectivity

USER / VEHICLE MANAGEMENT

All trips are recorded and analysed when the app is connected to the 
vehicle network through Bluetooth technology. 

VEHICLE STATISTICS

The main vehicle statistics are collected as aggregated data and 
graphs for a lovely, straightforward visualization.

FOLLOW ME AND FIND ME

Functions that make the vehicle identifiable by the customer even in a 
crowded parking lot. 

VESPA WORLD

The perfect tool to bring the customer closer to the Vespa world, 
thanks for example to the direct link to the website, the shop online, 
the dealer location and service section.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT
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USER / VEHICLE MANAGEMENT

In the main page the trips are represented as  
“Activities” reporting:

 · Trip length
 · Trip time
 · Trip date
 · Average speed
 · Average consumption

Other significant vehicle events are also saved as activities and 
communicated to the smartphone through push notifications if the app 
is working in background mode:

 · Low battery charge
 · Low external temperature
 · Engine vehicle warnings

On the top of the page are shown for recap:
 · Total odometer of the vehicle
 · Total distance traveled with the app connected
 · Riding style evaluation

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Connectivity

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT
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VEHICLE STATISTICS

To view the status of the vehicle, optimize user driving style and much 
more, Vespa MIA allows to record data and view the main vehicle 
statistics in practical graphs directly on the smartphone screen.

 · Live tracking of data on the virtual instrument (smartphone)
 · Logged activities, alerts and vehicle related reminders

Global app statistics:

 · Average fuel consumption achieved while using the app
 · Average speed calculated using the app

Statistics graphs for last 30 trips:

 · Average speed
 · Average fuel consumption
 · Traveled distance

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Connectivity

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT
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LIVE TRACKING

A complementary virtual dashboard is implemented enhancing the 
capabilities of the advanced displays with additional parameters represented 
in real time.

Main indicator cycles between three values:

 · RPM
 · Engine power
 · Instant fuel consumption

Secondary parameters complete the trip statistics with:

 · Trip distance
 · Trip average fuel consumption
 · Trip average speed
 · Riding style evaluation for the trip
 · Gas opening percentage
 · Battery voltage
 · External temperaturen

For safety reasons the interaction with the app is disabled as soon 
as the vehicle moves.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Connectivity

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT
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MAINTENANCE

A specific section of the app is dedicated to 
personalized reminders. The app can track the 
battery level and the kilometers before the next 
service.

MAINTENANCE REMINDER

The system notifies the user when mandatory 
maintenance is approaching. The notification is 
programmed within the app and is sent to the user 
even if the vehicle is not connected to the app.

PERSONALIZED REMINDERS

The users can display their reminders relating to the 
vehicle for maintenance, insurance, taxes thanks 
to the automatic sending of push notifications.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Connectivity

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT
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NAVIGATION SYSTEM*

If the user sets the final destination on Vespa App (map navigator) when the scooter 
is stationary, then the TFT dashboard (pictogram navigator) shows the route while 
they are riding.

Main functions of navigation system:

 · Main information about the trip: time to destination, distance to destination, 
current itinerary selected (colored on the map) and alternative routes (grey 
on the map)

 · Voice: means that the indications are also provided through audio 
 · Avoid paid toll roads, Avoid highways, Avoid tunnels, Avoid ferries
 · Recent destinations stored
 · Add waypoint (red flag)
 · POI

At any time, the user can select from the dashboard a new destination from the list 
of recent ones and start/stop the navigation.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Connectivity

*The navigation system is available only on Gts SuperTech and is free of charge for three years 
beginning from the first time it is used. Customers can manage the optional renewal at their own 
expense through in-app purchase.

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Mia Help Call

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT

The software/MIA app detect 
a possible vehicle fall by 
fusing data from tilt sensor 
and ABS speed information.

Once an event is 
triggered, the rider is 
asked to deactivate the 
automatic SOS request.

No interaction is detected.

The app sends a notification and 
an email to the contacts pre-
selected by the user, providing the 
coordinates of the accident site.

The driver defuses the request 
(interaction with the app or 
long press of the joystick in any 
direction).

ACCIDENT

COMING SOON
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Mia Eco Ride

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT

The rider defines a preferred  
level for CO2 emissions and 
fuel consumption as global 
settings for the app.

When starting the navigation 
system, an optimal consumption 
profile is generated over the route 
and compared in real time with 
actual vehicle performances.

The software provides to the 
rider  visual indications on the 
app as guidance for matching 
the targets.

Smart guidance to improve the driving style 
and reduce CO2 emission

AVAILABLE ON Gts SuperTech ONLYCOMING SOON
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

THE LEFT-HAND SWITCH
A. Horn button
B. Turn indicator switch
C. MODE Joystick
D. Light switch

THE right-HAND SWITCH
A. Starter button
B. ASR system activation/deactivation button
C. Emergency stop switch RUN-OFF (300cc)/ Start and 

Stop activation/deactivation button (125cc)
D. Saddle opening button

A

b

c

d d

c

b

a

The handlebar is completely new. The new dimensions are the result of important ergonomics and functionality research, ensuring a better 
stability of the vehicle at high speed. The new handlebar controls are designed as a separated parts recalling the gear switchers of the Vespa 
tradition. The new switches are perfectly integrated into the handlebar shape and ensure a simpler and more immediate vehicle management.

New Switches

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Safety
Vespa Gts is a vehicle with a high level of safety thanks 
to its proverbial maneuverability, the 12” wheels and the 
front and rear disk braking system.

NEW FRONT SUSPENSION SYSTEM

The technical equipment of the Vespa Gts adopts a new 
suspension which, while maintaining the classical single 
arm with pin pulled, in the Vespa tradition, has been 
totally redesigned in order to reduce frictions during 
run, offering comfortable and stable riding experience 
even on the bumpy road and at high speed.

REAR SUSPENSION SYSTEM

The technical layout with dual hydraulic shock absorbers, 
with coil spring and preload with 4 position height 
adjustment, is confirmed.

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

BRAKING SYSTEM

The new braking system, thanks to:

 · the new Brembo brake pumps 
 · the new brake calipers

allows a marked improvement in braking performance.

The end result is a reduced braking distance: the vehicle passes 
from 80 to 0 km/ h in 32,9 meters with front brake only.

Front disc: 220 mm; Rear disc: 220 mm

ABS

The technical layout is confirmed. Each wheel is equipped with 
a detection system (a sensor and a phonic wheel) that instantly 
measures speed and deceleration and, if one of the wheels 
decelerates significantly in relation to the vehicle, it activates the 
ABS system avoiding locking and ensuring stability and efficient 
braking.

ASR

The technical layout is confirmed. It uses the ABS electronics 
and sensors to compare the speed of rotation of the two wheels.

When the sensors detect excessive speed of the rear wheel 
compared to the front one, the control unit intervenes cutting 
the engine toque by spark advance reduction and, if necessary, 
also on the injection system to prevent slippage and prevent 
loss of vehicle control. 

 BRAKING DISTANCE (METERS) 
Gts MY2019 Gts MY2022

Vehicle stop from 40km/h 
(front brake)

9.2 8.5

Vehicle stop from 80km/h 
(front brake)

35 32.9

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT

Safety
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Full Led Lights
 · New front and rear LED turn indicators
 · New LED front and rear position lights
 · New LED brake light
 · New LED license plate light
 · LED headlamp 

Thanks to the Full LED lighting system, the visibility of the vehicle 
is increased, especially at night.
The advantage of LED lighting lies in high luminous efficiency, 
energy savings and longer life than the traditional bulb.

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Steel Is Strong  
and Sustainable
made of pressed steel spot welded and arc.

Steel is a 100% recyclable material, which can be recycled over 
and over again without losing any of its original properties.

TOP CLASS EQUIPMENT
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
CUSTOMER-CENTRIC APPROACH

Vespa is a way of being and a state of mind, not just a 
means of transportation. It’s not simply a mobility tool but a 
reflection of personality, an extension of the rider’s attitude.  
Vespa is the enabler and the enhancer of experiences, the 
coolest way of amplifying journeys.
Being part of this philosophy, the new Gts range has been 
designed to match the style and values of those that set their 
own paths and trends, welcoming change on their own terms.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Gts, the Classic
The original elegance of Vespa, sober, essential, sophisticated
The simplest Vespa for the ones who require the clean, authentic and straightforward Vespa essence.

CUSTOMER-CENTRIC APPROACH

Glossy and brilliant metallic colors, with an eye to the Vespa 
tradition and to the future

Chrome plating that add elegance and brilliance Coordinated seat and interior
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Gts Super, the Contemporary
A contemporary touch referencing meanwhile trends and tradition
Aware of what Vespa represents, the customers want a scooter that is easily recognizable by their peers, but which remains “faithful” 
to the Vespa heritage, with aesthetical features that makes the usage more comfortable.

Glossy and pastel colors, in line with  Vespa sporty tradition Chrome plating that add elegance and brilliance Coordinated seat and interior

CUSTOMER-CENTRIC APPROACH
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Gts SuperSport, the Sporty Soul
Intriguing look with a strong sporty personality
A Vespa that speaks to a grittier and more dynamic ride, for those who have a powerful and energetic attitude.

CUSTOMER-CENTRIC APPROACH
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Sport design with glossy and matte colors Insert in carbon-look and finishes in glossy 
black. Sport graphics

High quality saddle materials 
with contrasting stitching
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Gts SuperTech, the Hi-Tech Heart

Bright, material, matt colors aiming at chromatic power 
and giving life to plays of light and contrasts

Tech finishes in warm grey and fluo-green High quality saddle materials 
with contrasting stitching

CUSTOMER-CENTRIC APPROACH
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Expression of progress in a modern style, of exclusivity and excellence at first sight
The enhancement of the Vespa uniqueness for those who wants to have the top level of the range and always be one step ahead.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
OTHER FEATURES

Performance
125cc i-get ENGINE / S&S / EURO 5
The 125cc is a single cylinder engine, 4 stroke, 4 valve, electronic 
injection, liquid cooled, and can deliver maximum power of 10.3 kW 
at 8,750 rpm (14 HP) and maximum torque of 12.0 Nm at 6,750 
rpm ensuring a quick response to the throttle thanks to the high 
torque available at low rpm.

The patented Start & Stop system completes the technical 
framework.

The RISS (Regulator Inverter Start & Stop System) eliminates the 
classic starter motor, directly fitted on the crankshaft.

The advantages are many:

 · Silent ignition
 · Increased reliability
 · Lower engine fuel consumption
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
OTHER FEATURES

Performance
300cc hpe ENGINE / EURO 5
The engine 300cc hpe (High Performance Engine) is a concentration 
of technology calibrated to support performance and control of fuel 
consumption. The 300cc is a single cylinder engine, 4 stroke, 4 
valve, electronic injection, liquid cooled, and can deliver maximum 
power of 17.5 kW at 8,250 rpm (23.8 HP) and maximum torque of 
26.0 Nm at 5,250 rpm ensuring a quick response to the throttle 
thanks to the high torque available at low rpm. 

The goal is to increase the efficiency of every single detail to 
contribute maximum performance while minimizing fuel consumption 
and emissions, to provide a new driving experience. Every detail, 
from the internal design of the cylinder and combustion chamber to 
the transmission, has been redesigned to make the driving smooth, 
silent and comfortable.

The advantages are many:
 · Silent ignition 
 · Lower engine fuel consumption
 · Brilliant performance
 · Increasing fluidity at low speeds
 · Containment engine noise
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
OTHER FEATURES

key 
Pressing the button on the key 
for more than 2 seconds with 
the ignition switch in “OFF“ or 
“LOCK” position, it is possible to 
open the saddle with the remote 
control.
 

BUTTON LOCATED ON THE
HANDLEBAR 
Pressing the button on the on 
the handlebar, the saddle can 
be opened quickly and easily.

MECHANICAL OPENING 
Pulling downwards the lever 
located inside the front case.

Comfort and Functionality
SEAT OPENING
The saddle can be opened in different ways.

A A
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
OTHER FEATURES

Illuminated underseat compartment 
with LED and carpet 
(Gts SuperTech only). 
It turns on when the saddle is opened and turns 
off automatically after 30 seconds.
The light is timed for 2 minutes each time one of 
the following events occurs:

 · Switching on the instrument cluster;
 · Switching off the instrument cluster;
 · Operation of the electric saddle opener 

(either by button or by remote control).

Comfort and Functionality
UNDERSEAT STORAGE COMPARTMENT
Underseat storage for 2 Vespa Visor 3.0 helmets or 1 demijet helmet with visor.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
OTHER FEATURES

Comfort and Functionality

USB PORT
Front-closed glove box with USB 
port on the left side. With the 
ignition switch in the «ON» position, 
press to open the front case hatch.

BAG HOOK
New bag hook located on the back-
shield.

STEERING WHEEL LOCK
The steering lock engages by 
turning the handlebar to the left 
as far as it will go and moving 
the ignition switch to the “LOCK” 
position.

BIKE FINDER
Pressing the button on the key, 
will enable the remote vehicle 
recognition function (Bike Finder) 
and the turn indicators will flash 
twice.

A

A
A
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

ENGINE Vespa Gts 125 i-get Vespa Gts 300 hpe

Type
Single cylinder i-get 4 stroke 
Piaggio with «Start & Stop» 

system

hpe single cylinder, 4 stroke, 
4 valve, electronic injection

Bore x Stroke 52mm x 58,7mm 75mm x 63mm

Displacement 125 cc 278 cc

Max Power 10,3 kW (14 HP) @ 8.750 rpm
17,5 kW (23,8 HP) @ 8,250 

rpm

Max Torque 12 Nm @ 6.750 rpm 26 Nm @ 5,250 rpm

Distribution Single overhead camshaft 
(SOHC), 4 valves

Single overhead camshaft 
(SOHC), 4 valves

Fuel System New Electronic Injection PFI 
(Port Fuel Injection)

New Electronic Injection PFI 
(Port Fuel Injection)

Cooling Liquid Liquid

Lubrification Wet sump Wet sump

Starter Electric Electric

Clutch Automatic dry centrifugal 
clutch with vibration dampers

Automatic dry centrifugal 
clutch with vibration dampers

Transmission CVT with torque server - 
Piaggio «Start & Stop» system

CVT with torque server 

VEHICLE Vespa Gts 125 i-get Vespa Gts 300 hpe
Load Bearing 
Structure

Sheet steel body 
with welded reinforcements

Sheet steel body 
with welded reinforcements

Front 
Suspension

Single-arm with coil spring 
and single shock absorber

Single-arm with coil spring 
and single shock absorber

Rear 
Suspension

Double hydraulic shock 
absorber with preload 

adjustable on 4 positions

Double hydraulic shock 
absorber with preload 

adjustable on 4 positions

Front Wheel Die-cast aluminium alloy 
3.00x12” - Tubeless 120/70-12”

Die-cast aluminium alloy 
3.00x12” - Tubeless 120/70-12”

Rear Wheel Die-cast aluminium alloy 
3.00x12” - Tubeless 130/70-12”

Die-cast aluminium alloy 
3.00x12” - Tubeless 130/70-12”

Front Brake Stainless steel disc, Ø 220 mm 
with hydraulic control - ABS

Stainless steel disc, Ø 220 mm 
with hydraulic control - ABS/

ASR

Rear Brake Stainless steel disc, Ø 220 mm 
with hydraulic control - ABS

Stainless steel disc, Ø 220 mm 
with hydraulic control - ABS/

ASR

Fuel Tank 
Capacity 7 litres (including 2 litre reserve)

8,5 litres (including 2 litre reser-
ve) 

Lenght/Width/
Wheelbase/Seat 
Height (mm)

1.980 / 765 / 1.385 / 790 1.980 / 765 / 1.380 / 790

Emission 
Approval Euro 5 Euro 5

Consumption 
(km/l) 38,5 km/l 30,3 km/l

Emissions (CO2) 59 g/km 75 g/km
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PRODUCT RANGE

Gts Gts SUPER Gts SUPERSPORT Gts SUPERTECH

Vespa GTS has different souls
that match any customer need
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ENGINE
 · 125cc - Liquid - Euro 5 - i-get S&S
 · 300cc - Liquid - Euro 5 - hpe

MAIN TECHNICAL FEATURES
 · New Full LED lights
 · Keyless
 · New Analog-LCD dashboard
 · Bike finder
 · Remote seat opening

 · Connectivity provision
 · VESPA MIA connectivity system as accessory

PRODUCT RANGE: Gts
TECHNICAL FEATURES
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PRODUCT RANGE: Gts
design and colors

BEIGE AVVOLGENTE Q01 NERO CONVINTO XN2 VERDE AMABILE VK

Chromed mirrors Chromed body frame Chromed crest Chromed passENGER 
footrest

Chromed lights frames Chromed muffler protection

Chromed tie details Chromed rear handlebar Grey handgrips and 
footrest rubber mats

Chromed front shock 
absorber

Grey rims Grey saddle with double grey 
seams and vertical heat seal
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ENGINE
 · 125cc - Liquid - Euro 5 - i-get S&S
 · 300cc - Liquid - Euro 5 - hpe

MAIN TECHNICAL FEATURES
 · New Full LED lights
 · Keyless
 · New Analog-LCD dashboard
 · Bike finder
 · Remote seat opening

 · Connectivity provision
 · VESPA MIA connectivity system as accessory

PRODUCT RANGE: Gts super
TECHNICAL FEATURES
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design and colors

NERO DECISO 90 BIANCO INNOCENTE B04 ROSSO CORAGGIOSO R7

Chromed mirrors Chromed body frame Chromed crest Chromed passENGER 
footrest

Chromed lights frames Chromed muffler protection

Chromed tie details Chromed rear handlebar Black handgrips and 
footrest rubber mats

Black front shock 
absorber

Graphite machined rims Black saddle with pipe 

PRODUCT RANGE: Gts super
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ENGINE
 · 125cc - Liquid - Euro 5 - i-get S&S
 · 300cc - Liquid - Euro 5 - hpe

MAIN TECHNICAL FEATURES
 · New Full LED lights
 · Keyless
 · New Analog-LCD dashboard
 · Bike finder
 · Remote seat opening

 · VESPA MIA connectivity system

PRODUCT RANGE: Gts supersport
TECHNICAL FEATURES
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design and colors

ARANCIO IMPULSIVO A11 BIANCO INNOCENTE B04 GRIGIO TRAVOLGENTE MATT HQ NERO CONVINTO MATT NV VERDE AMBIZIOSO MATT V03

BLACK mirrors BLACK body frame BLACK crest BLACK PASSENGER footrest BLACK lights frames BLACK muffler protection

fluo-orange tie details BLACK rear handlebar Black handgrips and 
footrest rubber mats

Black front shock 
absorber

Graphite rims Black saddle with double 
materials, horizontal heat 

seal and double seams 
(fluo-orange and black)

PRODUCT RANGE: Gts supersport
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ENGINE
 · 125cc - Liquid - Euro 5 - i-get S&S
 · 300cc - Liquid - Euro 5 - hpe

MAIN TECHNICAL FEATURES
 · Keyless
 · New Full LED lights
 · New TFT dashboard
 · Bike finder
 · Remote seat opening
 · Illuminated underseat compartment with LED 

and carpet 

 · VESPA MIA connectivity system

PRODUCT RANGE: Gts supertech
TECHNICAL FEATURES
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design and colors

GRIGIO OTTIMISTA MATT G22 BLU ENERGICO MATT DY GRIGIO ENTUSIASTA MATT G23

Chromed mirrors Warm-grey body frame Warm-grey crest Chromed passenger 
footrest

Warm-grey lights frames Black matt muffler 
protection

Fluo-green tie details Chromed rear handlebar Black handgrips and 
footrest rubber mats

Fluo-Green front shock 
absorber

Graphite machined rims Black saddle with 
double seams (black and 

fluo-green) and 
rhombus heat seal

PRODUCT RANGE: Gts supertech



Accessories 
Collection
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A COMPLETE ACCESSORIES RANGE

SAFETY & PARKING
PERFORMANCELOADING

AESTHETICS
WIND PROTECTION

TECH & CONNECTIVITY

COMFORT
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1. Loading

A COMPLETE ACCESSORIES RANGE

Gts CM273374 NEW
Beige Avvolgente Q01

CM273372 NEW
Nero Convinto XN2

CM273373 NEW
Verde Amabile VK

Gts SUPER CM273375 NEW
Bianco Innocente BR

CM273376 NEW
Rosso Corraggioso R7

CM273377 NEW
Nero Deciso 90 (94)

Gts SUPER SPORT M
CM273379 NEW
Grigo Travolgente 
Matt HQ

M CM273380 NEW
Nero Convinto Matt NV

CM273378 NEW
Bianco Innocente BR

CM273381 NEW
Arancio Impulsivo A11 M

CM273382 NEW
Verde Ambizioso Matt 
V03

Gts SUPER TECH M
CM273383 NEW
Grigio Ottimista Matt 
G22

M
CM273384 NEW
Grigio Entuasiasta Matt 
G23

M CM273385 NEW
Blu Energico Matt D11

Painted Top Box 36L 
Painted top box, with backrest in the same material and finish as the saddle. Fresh, 
modern design complementing the soft, flowing forms of the Vespa. Capacity 36 
liters, it can hold one flip up helmet or two jet helmets. Available in multicolor that 
matching tone-on-tone with Gts. Rear Luggage Carrier 1B000681 (Black); 606525M 
(Chromed) sold separately.

M = Matt color

Topbox Inner Mat 
607581M

CONFIDENTIAL CONTENT – BOUND BY OFFICE SECRECY
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1. Loading

A COMPLETE ACCESSORIES RANGE

Rear Leather Bag 
1B010657
The perfect luggage to join a ride on your Vespa. This premium 
leather bag, with special texture on main body and smooth leather 
reinforcements on bottom and handles that allow easy and firm fixing 
on the rear rack. Easy to remove and perfect for a day by day usage. 
Vespa logo embossed. This bag is Tested and Approved by Piaggio to 
be used on Vespa. Rear Luggage Carrier 1B000681 (Black); 606525M
(Chromed) sold separately.

Rear Luggage Carrier 
Chromed 606525M  Black 1B000681
The rear luggage carrier is a functional accessory which has been 
designed with stylish looks to enhance the flowing form of the vehicle.
High quality finishing ensures superior durability and style.
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1. Loading

A COMPLETE ACCESSORIES RANGE

Front Luggage Carrier 
Chromed 1B003754  Black 1B007202
It enrich the vehicle and can be used stand alone or in conjunction with 
the chromed rear luggage rack. This stylish accessory complements the 
looks of the Vespa and makes it even more unique. 

Topbox SupporT 
Chromed 657081  Black 1B001909
The top box support is a functional accessory which has been designed 
with stylish looks to enhance the flowing form of the vehicle. 
High quality finishing ensures superior durability and style.
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2. Wind Protection

A COMPLETE ACCESSORIES RANGE

Medium Windscreen 
EMEA 1B010112
Made with superior quality impact-resistant methacrylate 4 mm thick. 
This offers effective protection and complements the style of the 
vehicle.

Windscreen 
EMEA 1B010117  USA 1B010566
High windscreen made with high quality impact resistant methacrylate 
4mm thick. Brackets finishing in line with the style of the vehicle. Offers 
effective protection against the weather and excellent visibility.

coming soon
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2. Wind Protection

A COMPLETE ACCESSORIES RANGE

Smoked Flyscreen 
EMEA 1B010564
Flyscreen made with superior quality impact-resistant methacrylate 
4 mm thick. This small size screen offers effective protection and 
complements the style of the vehicle.

Transparent Flyscreen 
EMEA 1B010107  USA 1B010570
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3. Comfort

A COMPLETE ACCESSORIES RANGE

Sport Saddle 
1B010658
Sporty single seater saddle with water repellent treatment and double 
needle stitching in rider seat zone. Vespa logo embroidered.

Rubber Floormat 
1B010590
Rubber mat anti-slip and waterproof. Black color with Vespa logo. Protects 
the paintwork of the footrest while offering excellent grip.

Leg Cover 
607840M 
Leg cover with easy and quick fixing system. Easy access to the vehicle 
ignition. Good riding stability even at high speed. Provided with seat 
cover and anti-theft locking cable.

coming soon

coming soon
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3. Comfort

A COMPLETE ACCESSORIES RANGE

Heating Handgrips 
1C007079 
Increases driving comfort during the cold season. The temperature can 
be set on different levels. In order to install this kit, the vehicle must be 
equipped with the Heating Accessory Unit (1D004429).

Comfort+ Heating Saddle 
1B010796
The Comfort+ saddle maximizes riding comfort thanks to the use of 
innovative three-dimensional spring technology and the optimization of 
seating volumes. The design with contrasting inserts and the specific 
logo make this accessory even more exclusive. The Comfort+ seat is 
equipped with an integrated heating module in the driver’s area. Heating 
intensity is adjustable. Heating Accessory Unit (1D004429) needed.

coming soon

coming soon

NOT
AVAILABLE

NOT
AVAILABLE
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3. Comfort

A COMPLETE ACCESSORIES RANGE

Heating System Control Unit 
1D004429
Installation kit Heating System Control Unit 
1D004443
This management system allows the simultaneous connection of all the 
heating accessories (Heated saddle, Heated grips). All the functionalities 
of the accessories (including heat intensity adjustment) will be managed 
directly from the vehicle dashboard using the relative controls, thanks 
to Vespa MIA. The quick shutdown feature allows the pilot to deactivate 
the system in seconds. All heating accessories can be installed in pair 
or individually and require the Vespa MIA device (code 607687M - sold 
separately) to function correctly.

NOT
AVAILABLE
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3. Comfort

A COMPLETE ACCESSORIES RANGE

Accessories Heating Vespa Gts

Essential parts
Must-have to install heating accessories

VESPA MIA
Device 

607687M

Heating Accessories 
Control Unit 

1D004429

Heating 
Handgrips
1C007079

Heating Saddle 
Comfort+ 
1B010796

+Installation kit 
Heating System 
Control Unit

1D004443
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4. Safety & Parking

A COMPLETE ACCESSORIES RANGE

Outdoor Vehicle Cover 
605291M001
Protects the vehicle against the weather and scratches. With openings 
for additional accessories and disposition for mechanic anti-theft. Rear 
transparent window for displaying plate. Vespa logo.

Electronic Antitheft Device 
EU 1D002554  USA 1D001770
Installation Kit Electronic Antitheft 
1D004367
New generation self-powered electronic anti-theft device, with improved 
sensibility and security operations developed specifically for Vespa, this 
original accessory provides an additional layer of security using latest 
technology certified by Piaggio. Multi-function remote control. Reduced 
energy consumption. CE homologated. Non-invasive installation leaving 
Vespa looking clean and beautiful as original.
Kit installation is required (code 1D004367 – sold separately) to function 
properly.
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5. Aesthetics

Front Perimetral Bar 
ChromeD 1B010255  Black 1B010552
An optimal way to accentuate the unmistakable curvy body of Vespa. 
The front perimetral bar combines the elegant design with protection 
and contributes to the unique Vespa figure, protecting bodywork 
elements against bumps and scratches.

A COMPLETE ACCESSORIES RANGE
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5. Aesthetics

A COMPLETE ACCESSORIES RANGE

Mudguard Protection 
ChromeD 1B010164  Black 1B010550
Front mudguard bumper with a simple yet elegant design. This accessory 
delivers a sophisticated look for the frontal part of Vespa.

Rear Perimetral Bar 
ChromeD 1B010094  Black 1B010561
Protects the flank of the vehicle and tailights giving the Vespa a 
unique touch.
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A COMPLETE ACCESSORIES RANGE

6. Performance

Sport Exhaust Euro 5 
1A020151 (ECE Homologation)
1A024167 (USA Homologation)

Sport exhaust system with sporty design and high-tech features specially 
made for Vespa Gts 300cc. Manufactured, tested and approved by 
Piaggio Group R&D center: installation of this accessory preserve the 
right to claim warranty. Made from carbon and stainless steel, this sport 
exhaust is lighter than original equipped one. Dedicated Vespa mapping, 
fully homologated up to Euro 5 emission standard. Exclusive Vespa 
branded.

coming soon
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A COMPLETE ACCESSORIES RANGE

7. Tech & Connectivity

MIA Device (PMP 3.0) 
607687M 
Installation Kit Vespa MIA 
1D004440 
Allows you to easily connect your Smartphone (Apple and Android) to the 
scooter, transforming it into a real multimedia platform, able to manage all the 
information relating to the vehicle and useful information for the trip.
Installation kit 1D004440 required  for all Gts models.



Vespa  
Service
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VESPA SERVICE
DEDICATED SERVICES
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New Vespa Gts has updated its Range of services, offering competitive and complete solutions.

Please check with the local Commercial Team the Services availables on your market.

12 or 24 month warranty extension, according to customer needs;

Roadside Assistance including depannage and towing services;

 The more demanding client can combine the aforementioned services.

Piaggio Financial Service is there to help with its innovative financial solutions, which can be customized 
to suit client needs, whether this be a smaller deposit or a longer financing period, in order to propose the 
best solution for each client and fully satisfy their needs. All in manageable monthly payments and inclusive 
of any additional services, such as the «caring pack». For more information, visit the services page of the 
Piaggio website (available only in the main European countries under non-exclusive licenses with the players 
who steer the market and offer loans).

VESPA SERVICE
DEDICATED SERVICES

Standard maintenance packs based on the specifications defined in 
the use and maintenance manual
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The customer can choose between three different scheduled maintenance plans: 

X-Care+Maintenance: 24 months/10,000 km and 2 maintenance operations
X-Care+ Maintenance: 36 months/20,000 km and 3 maintenance operations
X-Care+ Maintenance: 48 months/30.000 km and 4 maintenance operations

By purchasing one of the aforementioned X-Care+ Maintenance plans, the client can choose the periodic maintenance
schedule according to their needs, as per the specifications defined in the use and maintenance manual. 

The client has the right to make use of the following services that may become necessary over time, or based on vehicle 
mileage

Only original Piaggio spare parts will be used:

 · Engine oil replacement

 · Oil filter replacement

 · Air filter replacement (when necessary)

 · Spark plug replacement

 · Drive belt and roller replacement (when necessary)

 · Periodic checks as outlined in the use and maintenance manual 

Packages can be purchased during the first 1000 km of vehicle use or the first 6 months following vehicle registration.
 · Dealer benefit: for the workshop increase in customer loyalty and profitability along the purchased maintenance period.
 · Customer Benefit: Defined and fixed maintenance cost for the duration of the purchased package.

VESPA SERVICE
DEDICATED SERVICES
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Warranty extension plan X-Care+ Extended Warranty completes the range of dedicated services, increasing customer peace 
of mind when it comes to vehicle management.

The legal warranty period can be extended by 1 or 2 years, including specific Road Assistance services.

 · Coverage of repair costs for faults due to manufacturing or assembly defects on parts
 · Replacement of damaged components with original spare parts, processing included
 · Roadside assistance that, in addition to towing and problem solving, also ensures non-stop mobility
 · Specialised, certified Piaggio Group Service assistance
 · Retention of the retail value of the used vehicle in case of sale
 · Coverage across Europe

Roadside assistance 24h / 7 days to guarantees the Customer, in case of need, a tow truck and the transport of the vehicle and any 
passengers to the nearest Assistance Center.

 · Depannage: In case of breakdown during the trip, the Operations Center will send an emergency vehicle that will evaluate the 
repair of the vehicle on site

 · Towing: If on-site repairs are not possible, the Operations Center will arrange for the vehicle to be transported to the nearest 
Piaggio Group 

VESPA SERVICE
DEDICATED SERVICES
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